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got a decent samovar. Nobody can tell me that they cannot
get one because we arc In a pioneer town in Siberia. The
Sunday market is full of good secondhand ones. Nobody
cares about it, that's the truth. And the food? Is that
perhaps satisfactory? It is rotten, in my opinion. There is
no proper hearth to cook it on, and when my husband came
in the other day he swore that the petrol space on his
'plane is bigger than our whole kitchen. That is why they
get the products half-finished from the eating-house in
town. And those wise fellows at the Ulitsa Lenina send
the worst stuff out to us at the air base because they want
to keep the good pieces for their customers who would kick
a row at the table.1
'Who runs the kitchen at the air base?' Shevelyov inter-
rupted.
*A committee of women arc supposed to exercise control
over the staff.'
'And what has that committee done so far to remedy this
Impossible situation?'
The women looked at each other in silence and from the
background roarccl a male voice; 'Nothing!'
'We have told the cook she is no good', the original
plaintiff corrected him, cbut she puts the blame on the
people in town.3
'What have you done to put the supply side of the matter
in order?'
'Nothing yet; we wanted to ask your advice.*
Shevelyov gave them an ordre de bataille which proved his
experience at such problems.    'First go to the stolovaya
people and tell them what you think of them.3
'Do you think that will help much?5
'No, I don't, but you have to do it to be able afterwards
to say you gave them a chance.   If it does not help, you
send a letter to the town Soviet, who are the body responsible
for the eating-house, and complain.    Should that not do
the trick you can form a demonstration and inarch through

